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SECOND SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMNATION IN ENGINEERING/
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BASTC ELECTRONICS

(Common for EL., EC, EA, EP, CT, CM, lR AE, TC, BM and MD)

lTime: 3 hours

(Maximum marks: 100)

PART - A

(Maximum mmks : l0)

Marks

Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question caries

2 marks.

1. What is the colour coA" of resistor having value 3.3kC) +5Vo?

2. Write any tu'o applications of inductor.

3. Define drift current

4. Define eflfrciency of a rectifier.

5. Draw the symbol of npn and pnp tansistor. (5x2=10)

PART - B

(\,taximum marks: 30)

Answer 6171: .fitte. of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Mention the construction and working of electrolytic capacitor.

2. Definc zcner bre*down and avalanche breakdown.

3. Draw the energy band diagram of conductor, insulation and semiconductor.

4. Draw a n section filter circuit and explain.

5. frxplain the operation of positive and negative clamper.

6. Compare the f-eatures of CC, CB and CE hansistor configuration.

7. Bxplain the working of UJT.
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PART - C

(\4aximum marks: 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

. Urtr -- I

(a) Briefly explain different types of resistors.

(b) Distingursh between AF choke and RF choke.

On

(a) write short note on IFI pulse kansformer, auto transformer.

(b) What are the main features of chip resistor.

Uxl'r - II

Explain with neat diagrarn the formation of depletion region in a diode with

open circuit.

Define PIV, leakage current, maximutn power rating of a diode.

On

VI (a) Explain VI characteristics of zener diode.

(b) With neat sketch explain the characteristics of tunnel diode.

Urtl - III

Explain the operation of bridge nectifier with filter circuit. Draw necessary

waveforms.

How a positive clipper circuit works ?

On

VIII (a) Draw and explain voltage tripler circuit.

(b) Derive the equation fbr ripplc factor and rms value for a half wave rectifier.
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D( Define cx, B and

Uxlr - .' lV

T of a transistor. Derive the reiation between ther-n. i5

On

X Itxplain the input and output characteristics of a npn transistor in CE, Configuration. 15
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